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We consider partition relations for pairs of elements of a countable topological 
space. For spaces with infinitely many nonempty derivatives a strong negative 
theorem is obtained. For example, it is possible to partition the pairs of rationals 
into countably many pieces so that every homeomorph of the rationals contains a 
pair from every piece. Some positive results are also proved for ordinal spaces of the 
form w3 + 1. where a is countable. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study some extensions of the partition 
calculus to countable topological spaces. 
Our set-theoretical terminology is fairly standard, but let us mention the 
following. Lower-case Greek letters CL, p, y, 6, E, q always denote ordinal 
numbers, which are invariably identified with the set of their predecessors. 
For example, 2 = { 0, 1 }. If A’ is a set then 1x1 is the cardinality of X and 
m(X) is the power-set of X. If 7t is a function defined on a superset of X, 
then z”X= {z(x): x E X}. The set of natural numbers is denoted by w, and 
for n E o, we let [Xl” = (u s X: Ial = n }. Exponentiation is always ordinal 
exponentiation, with the sole.exception being the expression 2’~‘. Specific 
cardinals are denoted by alephs unless it is desired to treat them as 
ordinals, in which case the notation w, may be used (of course w, = K,). If 
A and B are sets, then BA is the set of all functionsf: B + A. If A and B are 
sets then A - B = (X E A: x +! B}. Thus in particular if a and fi are ordinals 
then U-/S= (y<a:p<y<ccj. 
If q5 and II/ are order types, n E o and p is a cardinal, then the partition 
relation 
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means that if A has order type 4, then for any f: [A]” + ~1 there exists 
BE A such that B has order type II/ and f is constant on [B]“. The 
notation 
means that iff: [A]” + p then there exists BE A of order type II/ such that 
f”[B]” # p. Finally, if i < p, then 
means that if j [A 1” + p then there exists B E A of order type II/ such that 
If”[Al”l <A. 
We shall be interested in generalizing these notions to topological spaces 
as follows. If X and Y are topological spaces, then 
x-+ [top Y]“, 
means that if f: [Xl” --+ p then there exists Bc X such that B is 
homeomorphic to Y and f” [B]” # p. The expressions 
x + (top Y); 
are defined similarly. 
and x -+ [top Yl”,, 1 
A famous old unpublished result of Galvin says that 
where q denotes the order type of the rational numbers. (Galvin’s result 
was generalized to exponents n > 2 by Laver, and an error in Laver’s for- 
mulation was found and corrected by Devlin; the only extant proof is in 
[ 13.) Van Douwen asked whether Galvin’s result could be extended to the 
topological context above. In particular, he asked whether it was true that 
Q -+ [top QL 
where Q denotes the space of rationals. 
In Section 1 we give a rather strong negative answer to van Douwen’s 
question. In order to state our result, another topological notion is 
necessary. The derivative X’ of a space X is the set of limit points of X. If X 
is a subspace of a larger space Y, then the derivative of X is not the same as 
what is usually called the derived set of X, which is the set of all limit points 
of X which lie in Y, by X’ we mean the set of limit points of X which lie in 
X. Of course, if X is a closed subspace of Y then there is no difference. 
Iterated derivatives may be defined by setting X(O) = X, XC”+ ‘) = (XC”)‘, 
582a/43,2-3 
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and XCB’ = 0 { XCa’: @<a} for /I limit. We say xEX has typea iff xEX@) 
but x $ X’” + ‘I. Then the main result of Section 1 reads as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose X is a countable Hausdorfl space. Then there 
exists g: [Xl’ --* o such that for all A c X and all 1 <co, if A”’ # 0 then 
g”[A]*z (0, l,..., 21- 1 ). 
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to obtaining positive results showing that 
Theorem 1.1 cannot be improved. Here we consider various countable 
ordinals with the order topology, particularly ordinal powers of o. We 
shall take for granted the well-known fact that every ordinal CL > 0 may be 
written uniquely in the form o”O + . . . + o’“, where ~1~ 3 c1i B . . + 3 a,,, and 
that if A, B G O’ and A and B have order type < I.#, then A v B has order 
type CO”. Note that the last element of ma + 1 is w’. 
We will also have need of the following topological fact. 
THEOREM 0.1. If 0 < a < co, and X= co* + 1 (with the order topology), 
then XC”‘= {co”> and X”+‘)=O. 
This result is folklore. The proof is quite easy by induction on a, and is 
left to the reader. 
Ordinals are easy to work with because of the order relation on them, so 
it will often be convenient to connect subspaces of ordinals with the order 
topology on their order types. Specifically, if a subspace A of a is 
homeomorphic to an ordinal /I, it will be useful to find B s A with order 
type p such that the unique order-isomorphism 4 from B to /I is in fact a 
homeomorphism; if this happens then we call q3 an order-homeomorphism 
and say that B is order-homeomorphic to /I. Unfortunately, this cannot 
always be done. For example, if A =a=~ + 1 and fl=o+ 2 then A is 
homeomorphic to /I (and to all w  + n when n > 0) but every subset of A has 
order type 6 o + 1. The next theorem treats the cases when success is 
possible. 
THEOREM 0.2. (a) Suppose 0 < a, j3 < co,, A E a, and A is homeomor- 
phic to CL? + 1. Then there exists B G A which is order-homeomorphic to 
co”+ 1. 
(b) Suppose 0 < a, /I < co,, A E a, and A is homeomorphic to &. Then 
there exists BG A which is order-homeomorphic to cob. 
Proof: (a) Since &’ + 1 is compact, A is closed in a, hence contains all 
its limit points. It follows that A is order-homeomorphic to its order type y. 
If y<wB then A CD) = 0 by Theorem 0.1, which is impossible since A is 
homeomorphic to wB + 1. Hence y 2 & + 1. But now if B consists of the 
first oB + 1 elements of A, B is order-homeomorphic to wB + 1. 
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(b) If /I is a limit ordinal, let (p,, : n < o) be cofinal in p; if /3 = y + 1 
let /3, = y for all n -CO. In either case there are disjoint intervals I, of wB 
such that Z, n wp is homeomorphic to C& + 1. Let U, be the open set in A 
corresponding to Z,, by the homeomorphism between o8 and A. By (a) 
there is B, G A n U, which is order-homeomorphic to opfl + 1. But now if 
J, is any interval in a which contains the largest element of B, and is such 
that .Z, n A G U,, then J, n B, is also order-homeomorphic to oBn + 1 since 
every final segment of C& + 1 is order-homeomorphic to C& + 1. Now the 
J, are disjoint intervals and since CI is well ordered, the J, must be well 
ordered as well. It follows that there is an infinite set Mc u such that if 
m, n E M and m < n, then every element of J, precedes every element of .Z,. 
Now B = U {B, : n E M} is order-homeomorphic to c#. 
Theorem 0.2 will frequently be used tacitly in Sections 2 and 3. 
The ordinal s0 is defined to be the limit of the sequence o, o”, w’~“‘,.... It 
is the least ordinal with the property that a0 = ~9. The principal result of 
Section 3 is the following: 
THEOREM 3.7. (b). Vn, k>l,aO-+ [topo”+ l]i,zn. 
Note that Theorem 3.7.(b) applies to any space containing a subspace 
homeomorphic to Ed. In particular, we have 
e -+ [top 0” + 11:. 2n for all k, n with 1 6 k, n < CO, 
while from Theorem 1 .l, we have 
Q 76 [topon+ 11:, for O<n<o. 
The weight of a topological space X is the cardinality of the smallest base 
for X. Following van Douwen, we let p, the Rothberger cardinal, denote the 
smallest cardinal such that there exists infinite FG p(w) with I F( = p, the 
intersection of every finite subcollection of F is infinite, and there is no 
infinite A E o such that VBE F A -B is finite. It is well known that p > K, 
and that Martin’s Axiom implies p = 2Na. See [4], for example. 
After observing that under Martin’s Axiom Theorem 3.7(b) applies to 
every Hausdorff space X of weight < 2’O such that XC’) # 0 for all CI < sO, we 
construct in Section 4 a countable regular dense-in-itself space X of weight 
2”O such that 
X% [top Y]t, for any Y with Y’ # 0, 
and we observe that it is consistent that a similar result holds for a space of 
weight N, (and K, < 2’“). The key to this proof is another unpublished 
result of Galvin, namely 
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Let us conclude this section by stating what is probably the most 
interesting open problem in this area. It is due to Galvin. 
PROBLEM (Galvin). Let R denote the reals and let Q denote the 
rationals. It is true that R --+ [top Q]:? 
We wish to thank Eric van Douwen and Fred Galvin for helpful 
correspondence and conversations. Special thanks go to Neil Hindman for 
the discovery and correction of many errors. 
1. A NEGATIVE PARTITION RELATION 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose X is a countable Hausdorff space. Then there 
exists g: [Xl’ + o such that for alI A G X and all 1 < w, zf A’” # 0 then 
g”[A]‘z (0, l,..., 21-- l}. 
Proof Let (x, : n < w  ) enumerate X. For each n, fix a sequence 
N(x,, x,), NC%, x1),..., N(x,, x,) of disjoint neighborhoods of x0, x, ,..., x,, 
respectively. Now define a partition function f: [X]’ --, [X]’ as follows. If 
m < n and 3 <m x, E N(x,, x,), then let f {x,, x,} = {xi, x,}; otherwise 
leave f (x,, x,> undefined. Note that if f { x,, x,} is defined then 
max(m, n) > max(i, m). Hence if we let f'{x,y}=f{x,y} and 
f"+1Cxd4=fu%YH~ t i is clear that for some n, f”(x, y } is undefined. 
Let g(x, y} be the least integer n such that ~“{x, y} is undefined. We 
will prove by induction on I that g satisfies Theorem 1.1. 
For I = 0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose I= 1. Let x, E A’. Then there 
exists x, E A n N(x,, x,), IZ > m. Note that f  {x,, x,} is undefined. But also 
N(x,, x,) n A is infinite since x, E A’, and if xk E N(x,, x,) n A and k > n, 
then f  {x,, xk} = {x,, x,}. Hence g{x,, x,,} =O, g{x,, xk} = 1. 
Now suppose 12 1 and the theorem holds for 1. If A(‘+ ‘) # 0, then since 
A(‘+‘)= A’(‘) we may find x,, x, E A’ wth g{x,, x,} = 21-- 1 by inductive 
hypothesis. Say m < n. Since x,, x,EA’, we can find x~EN(x,,x,,,), i>n, 
and xj~ Nx,, x,), j> i. But now f  {xi, x,} = {x,, x,} and 
f{X,,X;} = {x,,x,} so g{x,,xi} = 21, g{xi,x,} =21+ 1. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose X is a countable Hausdorff space. 
(a) Zf Y’“‘#O then X k [top Y]zn. 
(b) Zf Y(“‘#O for all n Eco, then X k [top Y]$. 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let Q denote the set of rational numbers with the usual 
topology. 
(a) For all n < o, Q P [top w”+ l]:,. 
(b) Q -A [top ~“‘I:. 
Cc) Q 4 [top Ql?,. 
Corollary 1.3(c) answers an unpublished question of van Douwen. 
2. PARTITIONS OF SINGLETONS IN ORDINAL SPACES 
In several of our partition results, particularly in Section 3, certain coun- 
table ordinal spaces will play an important role. The following theorem 
explains partially why these spaces are needed. Recall that p is the 
Rothberger cardinal. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose X is a countable Hausdorff space of weight K. Ij 
p > K, then for any ordinal a < w,, if X’“‘#O and a> 1, then X has a sub- 
space homeomorphic to the ordinal space ~9 + 1. 
Proof: By induction on c1 we will prove something slightly stronger, 
namely: If x is of type >a in X, then there is a subspace A of X 
homeomorphic to ma + 1 such that x is of type a in A. Suppose a 3 1 and x 
is of type >a in A. Since X has weight K, there is a neighborhood base N 
for x of cardinality d K. Let F= N u (A?: p <a}. Then IFI < K and since x 
has type >a in X, it follows that every finite intersection of elements of F is 
infinite. Hence, since p > K, there is an infinite set Y c X- {x} such that 
VZEF Y-Z is finite. 
It is clear that x is a limit point of Y. Next we want to find pairwise dis- 
joint open sets ( U,: n < o) in X such that Vn U, n Y # 0. The U, may be 
found as follows: Choose y, E Y and let U,, VO be disjoint open sets such 
that y, E U, and x E V,. Now choose y, E Yn V, and find disjoint U,, 
V, c I’, such that y, E U, and XE I’, , etc. Finally let Y, = {y,: nE w}. 
Note that we still have VZ E F Y, -Z is finite. Now A = Y, u {x} is 
homeomorphic to o + 1, so if a = 1 we are done. Suppose a > 1. 
Fix (a, : n E o) so that if a is a limit ordinal then the a,, are strictly 
increasing and cotinal in a, but if a = fi + 1 then a,, = p for all n. Since 
X’“n’ E F we know Y, - X’*n’ is finite, so we may choose z, E Y, n X’“n’ and, 
provided we do it inductively, we may ensure that z-n # zi for all i < n. Let 
Y,= {z .:nEco}. 
By inductive hypothesis there is for each n a subspace A,, of U, such that 
A,, is homeomorphic to ooLn + 1 and z, has type a,, in A,. But now (since 
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the U,, are disjoint and do not contain x) it is clear that 
A=~J{A,:~Ew}u{x} is asdesired. 
Since p > K0 always, we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. If X is countable, Hausdorff, and second countable, 
then the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 holds for X. 
This result is well known. 
Before that we can determine what happens with partitions of pairs in 
countable ordinal spaces, we must settle the question for partitions of 
singletons. In particular, we want to know for which CI it is true that 
c( + (top cc): (or equivalently a -(topa): for all k<w). If cx=b+y, where 
B, y < CI, then we may define f: c( 42 by f(c)=0 if ~-CD, f(t)=1 if 
B < 5 <b + y. But this f clearly demonstrates that CI A (top E):. Since we 
may always write a = oCo + . . . + wtn, where co > g, 2 ‘. . > <,, this means 
that we may restrict our attention to the case n = 0, i.e., a = o5 for some i”. 
Suppose a=w; and 5=wzo+ ... +w”“, where a03a,> ... >a,. Let 
SG (0, l,...., n}. Define /?(~,s)=w~, where /I=C{w”: iesj, and 
~(a, s) = wY, where y = C{o”‘: i$s}. If s = 0, then we take b(a, s) = 0, and 
similarly for y. 
The following result is essentially due to W. Weiss in unpublished work. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let a, <, a,, ,..., a,, be as above. If f: a -+ 2, then there exist 
A, BE c1 and s G (0, l,..., n} such that A is homeomorphic to /3(cr, s), B is 
homeomorphic to ~(a, s), f is constantly 0 on A and 1 on B, and A and B both 
are either empt.v or cofinal in a. 
Before proving Theorem 2.3, let us remark on some immediate con- 
sequences of it. 
COROLLARY 2.4. w Wt + (top ww’)L for all k < w and all 5 -C w, 
Proof: Suppose f: cx --) 2, where tl = owi. In this case n = 0 so s c (0) 
and thus either s= (0) or s=O. Hence either ~(cx, s)=a and y(cr, s) =0 or 
else y(cc, s) = a and /?(a, s) = 0. It follows that CI -+ (top cr):, and now by 
induction that IX+ (top a): for all k -CO. 
COROLLARY 2.5, CD”‘~‘(~“+~‘+ (top w~~“~+‘)): for all n < w and all 
<<WI. 
ProoJ Suppose f: a + 2. Then we have a0 = a, = . . = aZn = 5. In this 
case we will have s E (0, l,..., 2n), so either s or its complement will have 
cardinality >n + 1. But then either /3(cc, s) >e@‘(“+” or y(cc, s)> 
ww~.(n+I) 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof is by induction on 4. First assume 
n>O. Then a=6.s, where 
6=0 w”)+w”l + .‘. +o~“-l and E = (-pZn. 
Let W= (6. ‘1: 9 <E). Then W is homeomorphic to E and by inductive 
hypothesis we have E -+ (E):, so there is W, G W such that f is constant on 
W, and W, is homeomorphic to E. For concreteness, assume f is 0 on W,. 
Let S = (ye E W,: q is not a limit point of W, }. For q E S, let p(q) denote 
the immediate predecessor of 4 in W,. 
LEMMA 2.6. For each u E S there is D, s q -p(q) such that D, is cofinal 
in 4 and homeomorphic to 6. 
Proof If q=S.(y+l) then let D,=6.(y+1)-6.yy. Suppose ~=6.y, 
y limit. Let (y,: m < w  ) be cotinal in y, with 6. y0 >p(n), and let 
(6,:m<w) be cofinal in 6. Let E,=((6.y,)+6,+1)-6.y,, and let 
D, = U (E,: m < w  1. Then D, works, for each E, has order type 6, + 1 
and thus D, has order type x(6, + 1: m E W} = 6 and the order- 
isomorphism of D, with 6 is a homeomorphism. 
Now by inductive hypothesis there is for each v] E S a set srl G 
(0, l,..., n - 1) and sets A,, B, ED, satisfying Theorem 1.3 with CI replaced 
by D,. Since the order type of S is E and we know E -+ (top 8): for all k < o 
there must in particular be S, c S of order type E and s’ 2 (0, l,..., n - 1) 
such that s, = s’ for all 9 E S, . (This really needs only the fact that E has the 
form or, and has nothing to do with topology.) 
Let s = s’u {n}, let S, be the closure of S, in W,, and let A = Sz u 
u {A,: 11 E S, }. Then f is constantly 0 on A and A is cofinal in CI. Since each 
A, is homeomorphic to fi(S, s’), A is homeomorphic to b(S, s’) E = /3(cr, s) 
(unless fl(S, s’) = 0, in which case A = S?, which is homeomorphic to 
E = B(a, {n])). 
But now y(a, s) = ~(6, s’), and if this ordinal is 0 we are done. Otherwise 
let (ym:m<u) becotinaliny(cc,s),andlet (qm:mtw) beasequenceof 
elements of S, cotinal in S,. Each D,m contains a set B,m homeomorphic to 
])(a, s) on which f is constantly 1. Let B, E B,m be homeomorphic to yrn + 1. 
Then B=U(B,:m<u} is homeomorphic to C{~~+l:m<o}=y(a,s) 
and is cotinal in CI, and f is constantly 1 on B. 
Finally let us consider the case when n = 0, i.e., CI = o”‘~. Let 6 <o! be 
arbitrary. If Q= p + 1 and 6 2 oWlr then fix n large enough so that 
g<&+(“+l) and let e(@=o”“““+“. By Corollary 2.5 (using the induc- 
ti; hypothesis) we know e(6) -+ (top 6):. If either ~1~ is a limit ordinal or 
else cc,=fl+ 1 and S<wWp 
case let e(6)=o’“” 
then we may find j3 < c(~ with 6 < owlc. In this 
and by Corollary 2.4 (and the inductive hypothesis) we 
have again that e(6) + (top S):. 
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Let (6,:m<o) be colinal in a, and let (C,:m<w) be a decom- 
position of a into sets such that if m, cm2 then every element of C,, 
precedes every element of C,,, and C, is homeomorphic to e(6, + 1). 
Hence if f: a + 2 there is an infinite set Is w  and an element i E 2 such 
that Vm EZ 30, E C, f is constantly equal to i on D, and D, is 
homeomorphic to 6, + 1. But now U { D,: m E Z} is homeomorphic to a 
(and cofinal in a) and f is constant on this set, as desired. 
3. PARTITIONS OF PAIRS IN ORDINAL SPACES 
The principal result of this section is Theorem 3.7, which shows that 
Theorem 1.1 cannot be improved. Unfortunately, before we can prove 
Theorem 3.7 a number of lemmas seem to be necessary. In order to keep 
things as simple as possible, it will help to make some conventions and 
some definitions. 
Given an enumeration (a, : n < o ) of an ordinal a, we will often be 
interested in systems of neighborhoods N(a,, a,), m < n, and the associated 
partial function f: [a]’ -+ [a]’ and function g: [a]’ -+ o, ail defined exactly 
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Since it is highly inconvenient (and 
probably confusing) to make all this terminology explicit in every lemma, 
we will usually assume tacitly the existence of such enumerations, systems 
of neighborhoods, etc., and we will always denote them by the letters 
above. In addition, if there should be two systems of neighborhoods 
N,(a,, a,) and N2(a,, a,) being considered simultaneously, then the 
associated functions will be denoted by fi and g, , f2 and g,, respectively. 
If a is a nonzero (countable) ordinal, then a may be written uniquely in 
the form o”O + . . . + wan , where a,>a, 3 ... aa,. We refer to cP as the 
tail of a, and we denote it by t(a). An enumeration (pi: i< o) of a will be 
called proper if for any y < a, if y = cP + . . . + cP and y0 > . . . 2 y,,, then 
every ordinal of the form my0 + ... + WY! for i < n precedes y in the 
enumeration. It is clear that any countable ordinal a 2 o has a proper 
enumeration. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf (pi: i < o ) is a proper enumeration of a, n < w, and 
{ai: ic n and /I, <pi} is nonempty with minimal element /?,, then 
mz) < an). 
Proof Let 8, = my0 + . . . +cY! If Z=O, then t(p,)</?,<p,= t(b,) 
and we are done. If I > 0, then let y = cry0 + ... + wy’-I. By properness, 
y = pi for some i < m. By minimality of p,, we have pi < p,, . Thus pi < j?,, < 
fii + t(@,) = p,. Hence /?, = /3i + 6, where 6 < t(B,). But now clearly t(P,) = 
t(d) d 6 -=c t&J. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Assume 0 < a < co,, and let (a,: i < w) be an enumeration 
of oY + 1. Let { N(a,, a,,,): m d n} be a collection of neighborhoods as in Sec- 
tion 1 (i.e., N(a,, a,,,) is a neighborhood of a,,, and if i <j < n then 
Nan, ai) n N(a,, a,) = 0). Then there is A c WI + 1 such that A is order- 
homeomorphic to of + 1 and for all a,,, , a,, E A, if m < n then for some i < m, 
a, E A and a,, E N(a,, ai). 
Proof: Let (p,: n < o) be a proper enumeration of ~9 + 1 such that 
p. = wl. For limit ordinals B < oDL + 1 and for n < CO, define a,(/?) so that 
( c#): n < w  ) is an increasing sequence of ordinals cofmal in b. 
We will construct x: ma + 1 -+ CO’ + 1 such that 
(1) if /I, < B, then rc(pm) < rc(/?,,), i.e., rr preserves order 
(2) if @,)=a, and z(/l,)=a, then m<n iff i<j 
(3) tUL) = t(4B,)) for all n 
(4) for all n 2 1, if the minimal element p, of (Bi: i < n, /I, < fli} is a 
limit ordinal, then rc(/I,,) 3 a,(@,)) 
(5) if m <n then for some id m, x(/?~) E N(n(fi,), x(/Ii)). 
Let us assume for the moment that the construction has been carried 
out. We claim that A = {rr(b,): n <CO} satisfies the lemma. It is clear from 
(1) that A has order type CD’ + 1. Also, if fl,, is a limit ordinal then t(fl,) > 1 
so, by (3), n(/3,) is a limit ordinal as well. But in that case x(/I,,) is the 
supremum of A n x(/?~), for there are infinitely many k for which /?, is the 
minimal element of (pi: i -C k, fik < S,>, and thus (4) applies infinitely often. 
It follows immediately that 71 is an order-homeomorphism. 
Now, by induction on n, we construct rc(p,,). Let rc(&,) =o@. Then (2) 
and (3) are trivial, and (l), (4) and (5) are vacuous. Suppose n > 0. Let fim 
be the smallest element of {ai: i<n, p,, < fli]. Note that the latter set is 
nonempty since it contains PO. By (5) for /I,, it must be the case that for all 
j < m there is id j with rc(pm) E N(rr(IJI), Qj)). Let N, be the intersection of 
all such N(@,), n(Bi)). For m 6j<n, of course, we must have @,,,)E 
N(rQ,), ~(p,,,)). Let N, be the intersection of all such N(n(Bj), rr(fim)). Then 
N, n N, is a neighborhood of z(/?~). By Lemma 3.1 we know that 
t(/?,) < t(/?,), and t@,) = t(n(P,)) by inductive hypothesis in (3) so in par- 
ticular n(fi,,,) is a limit ordinal and (/l< rc(pm): t(/?) = t(B,)) is cofinal in 
n(P,). It follows that we may choose /I < n(Pm) so that t(P) = t(P,) and 
(6) fl occurs farther out in the enumeration ( ai: i < CO) than any 
n(j3,) for j< n 
(7) if i<n and fli</3, then rc(fii)</? 
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(8) P 2 an) 
(9) PENI nN2. 
Let n(jI,) = B. It is routine to check (1 k(5). 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose 0 -C a < co, and two d@erent systems of 
neighborhoods Nl(a,, a,,,) and N2(a,, a,,,) are defined with respect to the 
same enumeration (a,,: n CO) of co’ + 1. Zf the functions f, and gi on 
[co’+ 112 are defined from the neighborhood system Ni(a,, a,,,) as in Sec- 
tion 1, then there exists A c co” + 1 such that A is order-homeomorphic to 
co’+ 1 and g, =g, on [A]‘. 
Proof: Let N(cc,, a,) = (N,(cc,, a,) n Nz(a,, a,) and apply Lemma 3.2 
to get a set A as in that lemma. Now note that g, and g, are computed in 
exactly the same way for elements of [A]‘. 
Now suppose (ai: i< CO) enumerates a and h: [a]’ + co. We call A G a 
weakly homogeneous for h provided that for all a,,,, a, E A, if m d n then h is 
constant on 
where of course N(a,, a,) is a system of neighborhoods on a as in Sec- 
tion 1. Notice that if /I E N(a,, a,) and p # a, then j3 = ai for some i > n. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose O<a<o,. For anj k<w and any 
h: [C&+ l]‘-k, there exists A G cow2 + 1 such that A is weakly 
homogeneous for h and A is order-homeomorphic to ~9 + 1. 
Proof: Let (a,: n CO) be the enumeration of C/ + 1, and let 
(/I, : n < CO) be a proper enumeration of CO’ + 1. We will define a mapping 
7~: ma + 1 + won + 1 much as in Lemma 3.2, but the construction is a bit 
more complicated since to ensure weak homogeneity we must define 
simultaneously with X(/I,) a collection of sets M(Tc(/?,), 7c(pm)) for n>m 
which satisfy the long list of conditions below: 
(10) if B, <B, then 4PA < dDn) 
(11) if z(Bm)=a, and 7t(/?,)=aj, then m<n iff i<j 
(12) for all n> 1, if /I, is the minimal element of {/Ii: i<n, fin<fii} 
then MJ 2 ~,(nUL)) 
(13) M(4BA n(Bm)) 5 N4b,), ~ULz)) 
(14) M(rc(j?,), n(P,)) is order-homeomorphic to CO’(~~’ and is colinal 
in HL) 
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(15) h is constant on {{v,@,)): Y~M(M,LNB,))) 
(16) if m <II, then for some i < m, X(/I,,) E M(n(P,), 7c(fii)) 
(17) if m < n and i< n then 3j< i M(x(/?~), r~(j3~)) c M(rc(bi), rc(/Ij)). 
Once the construction is complete we will use (lo), (1 l), and (12) as in 
Lemma 3.2 to see that the range of 7c is order-homeomorphic to w’ + 1. By 
(15) and (16) it will follow that the range of rr is weakly homogeneous as 
well. 
We will assume that /I,,= o’, CQ,= w(O’. Set QO) = q,, and use the 
relation cPz + (top c.P”): from Corollary 2.4 to find M(M,, a,) c N(a,, ~1~) 
so that (14) and (15) are satisfied with m =n =O. 
Now suppose n > 0 and we have found n(Bi) and M(n(fli), ~(fl,)) for all 
m < i < n. First let us find n(P,). Let fi,V be minimal in {pi: i < n, b, < pi). 
Let M= M(rr(/?,- ,), rr(fi,)). Then by (14) M is order-homeomorphic to 
w”~>) and is cofmal in rc(fi,). Note that X= (y E M: Mn y has order type 
with tail w’(~‘~‘} is cotinal in M since r(/?,) < t(b. ) so u’Ifin) < o@$), which is 
the order type of M. Choose rc(/l,,) E X large enough to make (lo), (1 I ), 
and (12) true. 
Next we must define M(n(fi,), z(fim)) for all m <n. First suppose m <n. 
Then use the relation 
(which holds by Corollary 2.4 since w@~) has the form ow’) to find 
Wn(BJ, 4P,)) s M(4Bn- I)> x(P,J) n NM,), 4Pm)) satisfying (14) 
and (15). This takes care of (17) as well, in case m <n. Finally, let Y be the 
last o’(~~) elements of Mn x(/In), which must be order-homeomorphic to 
o’@~). Use the relation 
to get M(n(P,), ~(8~)) c Y n N(n(B,), x(/In)) satisfying (14) and (15). 
It remains to check (16), and (17) for the case m = n. Since rr(pn) E 
M(x(/I,,~ ,), x(/?~)) we obtain (16) using the inductive hypothesis for (17). 
But also M(rQ,,), K(/?,))c M(r#?,-,), $/Is)) so we have (17) as well. 
For the next lemma, it will be convenient to have some notation for 
iterated ordinal exponentiation. Let w(cq 0) = M, and for n < w let 
w(cI, n + 1) = (II+’ n). Note that w(o(a, n), m) = ~(a, n + m). 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose 0 -C a < o,, 0 < q, k < w. Then for any 
h: [w(cc, 2q + 2) + 11’ -+ k, there exists A c w(c(, 2q + 2) + 1 such that A is 
weakly homogeneous for h, A is order-homeomorphic to ~(a, 2) + 1, and for 
allx,yE[AJ*, ifg(x)=g(y)<q, then h(x)=h(y). 
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Proof: First apply Lemma 3.4 to get B, ~o(a, 2q + 2) + 1, B, order- 
homeomorphic to W(CL, 2q + 1) + 1, B, weakly homogeneous for h. Now 
definej:B,dk so thatj(a,)=i iff h{an,P}=i for all /?EB,nN(cc,,a,). 
Next use Corollary 2.4 to get B, c B, order-homeomorphic to ~(a, 2q + 1) 
on which j is constant. Then apply Lemma 3.2 to get B, c B, order- 
homeomorphic to o(a, 2q) + 1 as in that lemma. 
Now if q=l and a,,a,eB,, m-en, g(a,,a,}=O, then we have a,E 
N(a,, a,) so h(a,,, a,) =j(a,) and we are done with A = B,. 
If q> 1 then define h,: [B3]‘-+k as follows. Let hl{a,, a,) =i if mtn 
and h(a,, p> =i for all fiEN(a,, a,)n B,. h, is well defined since B, is 
weakly homogeneous for h, so we can get B, c B, order-homeomorphic to 
w(a, 2) + 1 as in the inductive hypothesis. Now if a,,,, a,, E B4, m <n and 
g{a,, a,} =O we are done as in the case q= 1 above. Ifg{a,, a,,} >O then 
fIa,, a,> = (a,, ai} for some i< m, and we have (by weak homogeneity) 
h{a,, a,} =h,{a,, ai}. If g(a,, a,} <q then g{a,, ai} =g{a,, a,} - 1~ 
q - 1 and we are done by the inductive hypothesis. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose 0 < k < o and (a, : n < o) enumerates cok + 1. 
Then there is a system of neighborhoods N(a,, a,,,) such that g”[& + 11 2 = 
(0, l,..., 2k - I 1. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on k. First suppose k = 1. In this case 
we require only that if m <n and a, # w  then N(a,,, a,) = (a,,,). Suppose 
that a,, a, <o + 1. We must show g{a,, a,} < 1. First suppose a, = w. If 
n < m, then for all i 6 n we have N(a,, a,) = { ai} so it is impossible that 
a,E N(a,, ai). Thus g(a,, a,j=O. If m<n and i<m, then again 
N(a,, ai) = {ai}. Thus f {a,, a,,} is undefined and again g{a,, an} = 0. 
Now suppose a,,,, a,, #o and m <n. If 3i < m a,, E N(a,, ai) then as above 
we must have ai=o. And since we know g(a,, ai> =0 in that case, it 
follows that g(a,, a,) < 1. 
Now suppose k > 1. Let X = & + 1. Then x’ is order-homeomorphic to 
c&-l + 1, so the inductive hypothesis applies to x’ with the enumeration 
induced by (a,: n co). Let us fix a system of neighborhoods N(a,, a,) 
satisfying the following condition: If m <n and a, is not a limit point of X, 
then N(a,, a,)= {a,), and the system N(a,, a,)nX’ for am, a,E.Y’ 
satisfies the lemma. Note that the latter condition can be satisfied since if a 
system of neighborhoods satisfies the lemma then any system of smaller 
neighborhoods satisfies the lemma. We make no condition on N(a,, a,,,) in 
case a,EXl, a,$ x’. 
Now suppose a,,,, a,,E X and m< n. First assume a,, a,EX’. If 3iGm 
a,E N(a,, ai) then clearly ai must be a limit point of X, i.e., aiE X’. It 
follows that gja,, a,} will be the same whether it is computed in A’ or in 
X’. Thus by inductive hypothesis g{ a,, an} < 2k - 3. 
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Next assume a, E X’, a,, I$ X’. Again, if 3i d m a, E N(a,, ai) then cli E X’. 
In this case f{a,, a,} = {q, cc,} and since g{cq, cc,} 4 2k- 3, we have 
g{a,, a,,} d2k-2. 
Finally, assume a, 4 X’. If 3i < m a,, E N(a,, ai) then ai E X’ as always. 
But now we know g{a,, ai} < 2k - 2, so g{a,, a,} < 2k - 1. 
Since by Theorem 1.1 we always have g”[X]‘z (0, l,..., 2k- l}, the 
lemma follows. 
All these lemmas may now be put together to obtain the following 
theorem, which shows that Theorem 1.1 cannot be improved. Recall that a0 
is the least ordinal with the property that cP = E,,. Alternatively, E,, may be 
defined as the supremum of the ordinals o(w, n) for n < o. 
THEOREM 3.7. (a) Vn 3 1 3y < Ed Vk >, 1 y -+ [top gn + l]:, *,,. 
(b) Vn,k>l ~~+[topcY+l]~~~~. 
Proof. Clearly (b) follows from (a). Fix n and let y = w( 1, 2n + 2) + 1. 
Suppose h: [y]‘+ k. By Lemma 3.5 there is A my such that A is 
homeomorphic to oW + 1 and Vx, YE [A]’ if g(x) =g(y) < 2n, then 
h(x) = h(y). Choose B c_ A order-homeomorphic to con + 1. The underlying 
enumeration ( ai: i < w  ) of y determines an enumeration of B, and the 
system of neighborhoods N(a,, aj) in y determines a system N,(ai, aj) = 
N(ai, al) n B for a,, aj E B. Suppose g, : [B]’ --, w  is defined from the 
N(a,, aj). By Lemma 3.2, we may assume that g, and g agree on B. 
By Lemma 3.6 there is another system N,(tx,, al) of neighborhoods in B 
with respect to the same enumeration such that if g, is defined from this 
system then g”[B12 = (0, l,..., 2n - 1 }. Finally, by Lemma 3.3 there is 
C G B order-homeomorphic to o.Y + 1 such that g, and g, agree on [Cl’. 
But now if x,y~[C]* and g2(x)=g2(y) then g,(x)=g,(y)<2n and 
h(x)= h(y). It follows that h”[C]’ has at most 2n elements. 
COROLLARY 3.8. (a) Assume Martin’s Axiom. If X is any countable 
Hausdorff space of weight <2’O and Xca’ # 0 for all a <q,, then 
X-t [topo”+l]~,,,for all n,k>l. 
(b) If X is any countable, second countable Hausdorff space, and if 
X’“’ # 0 for all a < Ed, then X -+ [top cP + 112, 2n for all k, n b 1. 
(c) Zf Q denotes the space of rational numbers, then 
Q + [top o.Y + 1 ]i, 2n for all k, n 3 1. 
4. COUNTEREXAMPLES IN SPACES OF HIGH WEIGHT 
In this section we will show that Corollary 3.8 holds only for countable 
spaces of low weight, i.e., of weight N,, or of weight ~2~” if Martin’s 
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Axiom holds. In particular, we will show that there is a countable regular 
dense-in-itself space X of weight 2’O such that X k [top Y]: for all Y with 
Y’ # 0, and that in fact the same partition function works for all Y. We also 
show it consistent that there exists such a space of weight N, < 2’O, in 
which case Martin’s Axiom must fail by Corollary 3.8. 
First we need the following theorem, which is a corollary to an 
unpublished result of Galvin (see [2, Problem 181). 
THEOREM 4.1 (Galvin). ww  % [w”‘]:. 
Since there is no proof of Galvin’s result in print, we give here a very 
brief sketch of the proof for this special case. Let S denote the set of all 
finite sequences of natural numbers, and let (A,: s E S) be a disjoint 
decomposition of w  into infinite sets. Now let W consist of all sequences 
(a, ,..., a,), where 
(1) a,<~, < ... <a, 
(2) for all idn aiEA<cq ,_... a,.-,> 
(3) n=a,. 
Let ==$ be the lexicographical ordering of W. Note that if a E&, then 
{<a O,..., a,,) E W: a, = a> has order type w” under 6, and it follows that W 
has order type 19 under $. In view of (l), we may identify (a,,..., a,) 
with {a,,,..., a,}. Then, by (2), (3) and the disjointness of the A,, we see 
that if s, t E W and s # t then s n t is a proper initial segment of both s and 
t. Thus s u t may be written in the form x0 u . . . u x,, where x0 = s n t, 
every element of xi precedes every element of xi+ ,, each xi#O for i> 0, 
and 
s=x,,u {x,: iodd) 
t=xou {xi: ieven) 
assuming s < t. In this case, let S{s, t> = n - 2. Since always n 3 2, we have 
fi [WI’-co, and it turns out that f is the partition needed for 
Theorem 4.1. Details are left to the reader. 
THEOREM 4.2. There is a countable regular dense-in-itself space X oj 
weight 2*O and a function F: [Xl2 + o such that for any YE X, if Y’ # 0, 
then F’[ Y]’ = co. In particular, X A [top Y]Z,. 
Proof For the purposes of this proof, let c = 2x0. The space ‘2 of all 
functions f: c + 2 is topologically the product of c copies of the 2-point 
space, hence is separable. Moreover, it is straightforward to see that one 
can find countably many pairwise disjoint countable sets, each dense in ‘2. 
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Enumerate them as (D,: < < ow). If each D, is well ordered in order 
type o, then we may well order the entire collection D = U {D, : 5 < co”‘} as 
follows. Let f@g iff either f~ D,, g E D,, and r <q or else f; g E D, and f 
precedes g in the well ordering of D,. Note that D has order type ww under 
<. Note also that if U is any non-empty open subset of ‘2 then D n U also 
has order type 0“’ under 6, since each D, n U # 0. Let (fr : 5 <UP’) 
enumerate D in increasing order. 
Let (B,: c1< c) enumerate all subsets of D of order type < ow, and for 
c1< c let 2, = {y: 0. M. < y < w. (a + I)}. Fix c1< c. Since D is countable, 
there must exist h,: Z, + 2 such that h, #f, r Z, for all 5 < 0”‘. Now define 
g,=u(ft rZ,: f;$B1}uU(hb: fcEB,). Then ggEC2 and if t#q then 
g,#g,, for if II,= then g, rZ,=h,#g, rZ,=f, rZ,. We claim 
X = { g, : 5 < w”} is as desired. First let us observe that X is dense in ‘2. Let 
Us ‘2 be a basic open set. Then for some finite P z c there is a function 
s:P+2so that U={f:f rP=s}.ThenQ={a:Z,nP#O} ishnitealso, 
and since each B, has order type < w”‘, so does lJ {B, : a E Q }. Now U n D 
has order type ww so there must be somef; E Un D, fC q! U (B,: o! E Q}. But 
then f; r Z, = g, r Z, for all CI E Q, and therefore g, E U. Thus X is dense in 
‘2, and it follows that X is regular, dense-in-itself, and of weight c. 
Now let G: [owl2 + w  be a witness for Theorem 4.1. Define F: [Xl* -+ o 
by F{g,, g,} = G{Y, q}. By Theorem 4.1, it will complete the proof if we 
can show that for all Y 5 X, if Y’ # 0 then { 5: g, E Y} has order type ww. 
Suppose not. Let g, E Y’, and let B = {f, : gV E Y, q # r>. Then B has 
order type <w”‘, so B = B, for some tl. Now f,- $ B,, so g, r Z, =f( r Z,, 
and ft- r Z, # h, by the choice of h,. Furthermore, g, f Z, = h, for all 
g, E Y; 9 # 5. Hence there is some neighborhood of g; which does not con- 
tain any element of Y - (go, so g; 4 Y’, a contradiction. Hence {l: g; E Y} 
has order type 0” and we are done. 
Of course, since X is dense-in-itself, we have X”’ # 0 for all ~1. 
Next we wish to show that some assumption such as Martin’s Axiom is 
necessary in Corollary 3.8(a). We begin with a combinatorial result which 
may be of interest in its own right. 
A family F z “‘o is called a dominating family iff Vg E “‘co jf E F Vn 
g(n) <f(n). It is well known that the existence of a dominating family of 
size K i is relatively consistent with 2’O > Et,. 
If cr,j3<0,, let A(rx,fl)=(aca: a has order typej3) and let B(a,/?)= 
IJ { A(a, y): y < /I}. By extension, if b is a set of ordinals, let A(& /I) = (a _c b: 
a has order type b}, and let B(b, fi) = UA(b, y): y < fi}, 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that there exists a dominating family F of 
cardinality R, . Then 
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(b) va, B < ml Wa, P) G B(a, 81, lG(a, B)I d X,, and Vae B(a, B) 
3b E G(a, j?), a s b. 
Proof: We will prove (a) and (b) by induction on a. Note that for 
fixed a, (b) is an immediate consequence of (a). 
Now fix a, and suppose for the moment that we have proved (a) for 
every fi of the form &. Let /3 > 0 be arbitrary. Then /I has the form /I* + w5 
for some /3* < /3. For each y <a let F,= (au b: aE F(y, /I*), 
bEF(a-y,or)f, h w  ere F(a - y, w5) is related to A(a - y, co<) as F(a, w5) is 
related to A(a, 05). The set F(y, /I*) exists by inductive hypothesis, and 
since a - y has order type <a, F(a - y, w5) exists by our assumption. But 
now it is easy to see that F = u { I;;: y < a} works. 
Thus it remains only to show that (a) holds when /I = wt. We may 
assume 5 > 0 since otherwise this is trivial. Also, if a = y + 1, then F(y, j?) 
will clearly work as F(a, /I) so we may assume that a is a limit ordinal. 
Let (a, : n < o) be increasing and colinal in a. Let a, = a0 and let 
a n+1= a II+1 -a,. By inductive hypothesis, there exist sets G(a,, /?) which 
satisfy (b) with respect to B(a,, fi) for each n. Let (c;: 5 <o, ) enumerate 
G(a,, p), possibly with repetitions. For each rl with o < 9 < oi, let 
K,: q + w  be a bijection. If F is the dominating family of the hypothesis of 
the theorem, let, for f~ F and o d q < oi, 
c(q,f)=l,j {c;:n<o,l<n and n,(5) <f(n)>. 
For each n, there are only finitely many r <n such that z,(5) <f(n). 
Since each c; has order type </I and /I is of the form Ok, it follows that 
c(q,f)na,=U{c;: 5 < ‘I, n,(t) <f(n)} also has order type </?. Since this 
is true for each n, it follows that every initial segment of c(q,f) has order 
type <B, and hence that c(q,f) itself has order type </I. 
Let F(a, P) = (c(rl,f): w  d 4 < wi, f E F, c(q,f) has order type exactly 
8) u U{F(y, 8): ~<a). Clearly lF(a, fi)l<X,. Suppose aEA(a, /?). We 
must find bEF(a, /I) with ac b. If supa=y<a, then there is such a 
b E F(y, 8) and we are done, so assume sup a = a. For each n, there is 
b,E G(a,, b) such that ana, G 6, (since ana, has order type <p). Say 
b, = c;,. Fix q so that o < rl< o1 and 5, < v for all n. Define g E wo by 
g(n) = ~~(5~). Since F is a dominating family there is fc F such that Vn 
g(n) <f(n). But now b, = c;. G c(~/,f) for ail n, so a c c(v,f). We know that 
c(q,f) has order type < fi, so since a has order type fi, c(q, f) must have 
type exactly /I. Thus c(q,f) E F(a, 8) and we are done. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that there exists a dominating family of 
cardinality N 1. Then there is a countable, regular, dense-in-itself space X of 
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weight N, and a mapping F: [ Xl2 -+ w  such that for any YE X, if Y’ # 0 
then F’[Y]*=u. 
ProojI The proof is virtually the same as the proof of Theorem 4.2. We 
construct a set D as before, but for the space “‘2 instead of ‘2. A moment’s 
thought shows that the proof will still work provided only that there is a 
collection {B, : a < o1 } of sets of order type -CUP’ such that for any fC and 
any subset B of D of order type < ow, if fC 4 B then for some CL, B s B, and 
fC $ B,. But such a collection is easily manufactured from G(w”, OF’). 
COROLLARY 4.5. The conclusion of Theorem 4.4 is relatively consistent 
with 2’O > N, . 
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